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3M is an innovative, global science-based
company that is focused on developing products
that improve people’s lives in a multitude of ways.
3M technologies developed can be found all
around you. From in your home and office to
in hospitals, doctor and dentist offices, your
computer, your car and even in your phone,
3M helps people and business in hundreds of
ways every day. Our inventions can be found in
the roads, trains, and airplanes.
Our company is centered around a culture
of innovation. We foster an atmosphere that
provides our employees the freedom to create,
the responsibility to deliver and the opportunity
to connect ideas and technologies in unexpected
ways. From concept to creation, we manufacture
our products to exacting quality standards, while
looking after our people, our communities and
our planet.
Founded in 1902, we have a proud history as a
company that strives to be ethical and innovative.
From science that works behind the scenes in
products you use every day and technology
embedded in processes that help industries
thrive to tangible products we use every day,
the science provided by 3M can be found in
many aspects of our lives.
We live our motto every day.
3M. Science. Applied to life.

3M Personal Safety Division
The 3M Worker Health and Safety Academy
The flexible way to discover and learn throughout your busy day
Join us online any time of the day to expand your knowledge on our current range of personal protective equipment
for the workplace. Learn what you want, when you want, where you want... and at a pace that’s right for you.

3M offers you engaging interactive
training on topics relevant to you
•
•
•
•

Workplace hazards and health effects
Industry standards and regulations
The approach to protection
3M Personal Safety Solutions

Why e-learning?
Conventional training can often be difficult to manage. It
can also be expensive, not simply in monetary terms, but in
the time that people are kept away from their job. Time may
be limited to cover content, whilst finding a convenient time
for both trainer and staff may also be difficult.
• User-friendly site with online help
• Convenient – learn whenever and wherever you want
• Flexible – learn at a pace that’s comfortable
• Personalised completion certificates
• Structured curriculum deployed training
• Managers customised employee training reports

www.3M.co.uk/PPESafety
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3M Personal Safety Division
Services
We believe that with a quality product, it is important that the customer also receives quality services. Not only do we
provide different varieties of training and education, but we also have many other tools available to our customers.

Fit testing is key
In order to be fully protected, it is essential that PPE fits correctly. We provide fit testing for respirators (and fit testing
guidelines online) as well as E-A-Rfit Validation testing for earplugs and earmuffs. We know that everyone is different and in
order to get the best protection it is crucial that they know how to correctly fit and wear their personal protective equipment.

3M™ Respiratory Fit Testing System
3M Respiratory Protection offers a wide range of
disposable and reusable respirators, as well as Powered
and Supplied Air Respiratory Systems. However, even
high quality products need a secure fit in order to protect
the wearer. One model of respirator may not fit everyone.
When choosing a respirator users should be fit tested in
accordance with national requirements. For information on
fit testing procedures, contact your safety officer or 3M.
Even after a user has had a fit test, a fit check should be
carried out before each use. A Respiratory Fit Check guide
is available on page 23 of this catalogue.

3M™ E-A-Rfit Dual-Ear Validation System
As the leader in hearing protection, 3M offers a complete
solution, with dual-ear and earmuff testing capabilities plus a
user-friendly interface. The 3M™ E-A-Rfit Dual-Ear Validation
System is the fast and easy way to find your employees’ PAR,
because we know how important it
is to make your hearing conservation program fit
seamlessly into your operation.
Get results you can trust. The 3M™ E-A-Rfit Dual-Ear
Validation System measure the effectiveness of the earplug
or earmuff inside the employee’s ear providing accurate,
quantitative results. Because you can simultaneously test
both ears, you have more to focus on education including
the importance of fit and protection.

3M™ Eyewear Fit System
When it comes to eyewear, a comfortable, well-fitted
workforce is likely to be more effective. Current
standards suggest careful consideration should be given
to eyewear fit, however there is no specific guidance
on how to evaluate eyewear fit on an individual. In view
of this, 3M have developed the Eyewear Fit System, a
simple 6 step method, designed to help select the best
fitting eyewear for an individual.
Find out more by contacting your 3M Personal Safety
Sales Representative.
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3M Personal Safety Division

3M Online
A selection of downloadable and printable documents are available online, such as selection tools, fit test guides, and
guidance on the importance of protection. From our website you will be able to access product information, with market
area specifications, to help select the right personal protective equipment for the right environment. You will also be able
to discover webinars by experts concerning health and safety in the workplace as well as our own eAcademy.
Everything in one place, on your computer, laptop, tablet or mobile.
• Access our news, or eAcademy, find out
where to buy or how to contact us

• Quick links to our
Product Catalogue

• Quick product search

• Narrow your selection
• Tailored Solutions
for your industry

• Compare Products

• Our catalogue
on your mobile

• Subscribe to
our newsletter

• Download product and
technical documents

3M PPE Safety Solutions
Subscribe to our channel on YouTube to watch
customer testimonials, technical support or product
information videos.
Visit www.youtube.com/user/3MPPESafetySolutions
You can also:
Find us on Facebook

www.3M.co.uk/PPESafety

or Follow us on Twitter
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3M Personal Safety Division
Science of Safety
3M’s new Science of Safety approach can support you with guidance on:

Selection

Training

Fit validation

3M delivers consistent quality around the world helping you select the correct PPE for your workers, helping to ensure your
workers are educated on the correct use of PPE and raising awareness of how important fit and comfort are to the health and
wellbeing of your workforce.
For more information visit www.3M.eu/SoS

of employees incorrectly select or use PPE
Source: HSE Research Report RR720 ‘Real world use and performance of hearing protection’

H&S officials

and employers have a duty to provide the correct safety
equipment and training.
Maintaining consistency in this arena can prove difficult,
hindering the health and safety process.

Many companies don’t have the
ability to test whether PPE fits the
employee properly.

Employees are at risk of damaging their health long term
which may lead to an increase in liabilityfor employers.
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3M Personal Safety Division

?

Why partner with 3M
for your health and safety?
3M can deliver consistent
quality around the world

Our industry-leading approach
embraces best practice on a global level

Selection

Training

Fit
validation

3M PPE equipment
industry-leading breadth and depth,
helping to optimise protection and fit.

3M can give local support and
advice wherever you do business

www.3M.eu/SoS
#3MScienceOfSafety

www.3M.co.uk/PPESafety
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3M Personal Safety Division
Productivity
We don’t only aim to improve the safety of our customers, we also want to help them keep costs down. Our products are
designed to last and to provide more efficient protection, but they can bring efficiencies in other ways.

As many supervisors know, efficient on-site communication can save a lot of time throughout the duration of a project.
Recently, a study by Lund University Faculty of Engineering in Sweden showed that downtime and interruptions were
reduced by 19% when two-way radio communication headsets were used. A single construction worker gained 380
minutes of productive time per week.
The study was conducted by Victoria Joang and Aidin Sakikovic, two researchers from Lund's graduate program in civil
engineering. They compared two work weeks on one of Skanska's major water main projects in Sweden, analysing similar
work activities during each week. In the first week, the workers did not use two-way radios. In the second week, they
were equipped with 3M™ PELTOR™ WS™ LiteCom Headsets, which have a built-in two-way radio and a Bluetooth® wireless
technology mobile phone connection.
Detailed follow-up interviews showed that the big advantage was being able to quickly relay and receive messages
on the job, especially on large construction sites where eye contact is not possible. Improved team spirit was another
reported benefit.

Another example of efficiency can be seen in our Welding
portfolio, where, by using a 3M™ Speedglas™ Welding
Helmet with auto-darkening filters, companies can save
up to 1€ per hour.
We have created a Return on Investment calculator for the
welding portfolio, where you can input all your numbers to
see how much your company would save by using these
auto-darkening filters. From this we have calculated that a
company with low salary costs who have previously not used
an auto-darkening filter, would be able to save 75 euro cents
per hour per worker by using almost any auto-darkening
filter. So if they had 100 workers, all wearing
an auto-darkening filter, 5 days a week, for 8 hours they
would make a weekly company saving of 3000 euros.
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Integrated Head
and Face Solutions
3M™ Head and Face Solutions
The 3M brand offers a complete line of safety helmets, bump caps,
face shields, combinations and accessories for anyone exposed to
hazardous environments. Our goal is continuous improvement of
our products to provide the optimal balance of comfort and safety.

www.3M.co.uk/PPESafety
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3M™ Head and
Face Protection
3M™ Uvicator™ Technology for
safer working conditions
When a safety helmet is exposed to sunlight the stability of the plastic shell may be adversely affected due to interaction between
UV-radiation and the plastic material which may weaken the helmet and compromise safety of the wearer. The adverse effect
is dependent not only on the nature of the plastic material but also the intensity of the UV-radiation. All too often damage to the
helmet shell may not be visible to the naked eye.

Red, the new sign of safety

The patented Uvicator technology is intended to easily and clearly
help show the user when his/her helmet has been over-exposed to
UV-radiation and thus when to replace it. This technology is the result of
many years of full scale and artificial ageing testing of different material
combinations under various sunlight exposure conditions.
As the helmet is exposed to sunlight, the Uvicator indicator is calibrated to
detect the amount of UV radiation received and gradually changes colour
over time, clockwise, from red to white. When the Uvicator indicator
turns completely white, it means that the helmet has received maximum
tolerable radiation and therefore needs to be replaced.

Measures exposure
to UV radiation

Technically calibrated
and tested

Works globally in most
environments

Tells you when to
replace your helmet
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3M™ Head and
Face Protection
3M™ SecureFit™ Safety Helmets
The new 3M™ SecureFit™ Safety Helmet is a climbing-style helmet that delivers
all-day comfort without sacrificing security. From our proprietary design to our
industry‑leading innovations, the 3M™ SecureFit™ Safety Helmet is engineered
by safety experts with workers in mind. The result is a revolutionary helmet
design that delivers what workers need. Comfort without compromise.

Features and Benefits:

3M™ SecureFit™ Safety Helmet
X5000 Series

• Suspension system incorporates exclusive
patented Pressure Diffusion Technology

• Ventilation with optional reflective
strips

• 4-point or 6-point ratchet suspension
allows wearer to customise height and fit

• 4-point chin strap selector system
uniquet o 3M allows wearer to convert
between EN 12492 and EN 397
standards. Certified to EN 12492,
EN 397, and EN 50365 (1000Vac).*

• Proprietary UV indicator that lets
wearer know when to replace
helmet due to UV exposure
• Vented helmets are certified
to either EN 12492 or EN 397
(depending on chin strap
configuration), as well
as EN 50365 1000 V standard

• Available in 8 colours

• Climbing helmet-inspired design
• Customise your fit with multiple
levels of vertical adjustment
• Works with a variety of 3M
faceshields, earmuffs, and
other accessories
• Optional vents

3M™ SecureFit™ Safety Helmet
X5500 Series
• Optional ventilation on sides and back
Customisable

Elastic band clips

A variety of 3M
accessories are available
to meet specific
job requirements.

Integrated clips help
hold elastic bands used
with 3M goggles
and headlamps.

Accessory slots

Removable sweatband

Accessory slots designed
to hold 3M earmuffs and
communication products.

Sweatbands can
be removed and washed,
or replaced with
sweatband replacement
accessory.

• Certified to EN 397 and EN 50365
(1000Vac)** standards
• Available in 8 colours

*Depending on chin strap configuration. Not reflective if 1000Vac.
**Not to be used with reflective material or magnetic buckle chin strap.
www.3M.co.uk/PPESafety
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3M™ Head and
Face Protection
3M™ Safety Helmet G3000 Series
The G3000 helmet has been developed and designed in
close collaboration with industrial and forestry workers. It is
intended for use in harsh environments with tough demands
for effective protection. The G3000 has excellent ventilation,
good field of vision and is one of few lightweight helmets
available on the market today.

Features and Benefits:

Industrial Safety helmet G3000 is now available with
reflective materials in a range of colours to suit your head
protection needs.

3M™ G3000 Series Helmets
Available in 8 colours with ratchet or
pin-lock suspension
Material: UV-stabilised ABS
Colours: yellow, white, orange, red, blue,
green, Hi-Viz and black
Weight: 310g (pin-lock)
334g (ratchet)
Size:
54-62cm for pin-lock version
53-62cm for ratchet version

3M Uvicator Sensor
•	The disc tells you when it’s time to
replace your helmet
™

Now available with Scotchlite™ reflective material. Adding
Scotchlite™ reflective material can help provide additional
high visibility performance in low light to help workers be
seen so they can function at their best.

™

Ventilation
•	Optimised ventilation with lots
of ventilation holes
Slim design
•	Softly rounded design, which
helps to avoid helmet parts
snagging on branches etc.
Reversible lining
•	Lining that can be rotated 180°
allows the helmet to be worn
back-to-front which is ideal, for
example, when working in tight
spaces or climbing
Ratchet headband
•	For easier and quicker adjustment
Accessories
•	Attachment point for accessories
Sweatband
•	Easy to replace for increased comfort
Available in plastic or leather

Now available with
reflective strips.
For features and benefits on
the reflective strips please
refer to page 118.

Space for company name
•	Surface for printing a logo,
brand name, etc.

3M™ Forestry Helmet
Combination
Ready-to-use combination
for forestry workers
Includes: G3000 helmet,
V4CK mesh visor, H31P3E
ear muffs, GR3C rain
protection

Short brim
• Short brim giving a broader field
of view
The characteristics of the G3000 helmet are:
Offers excellent protection and approved against EN 397,
with the following additional approvals:
• G3000
low temperature, –30°C, and molten metal, MM
• G3001
(unventilated): low temperature, –30°C, molten metal, MM,
and electrical insulation 440Vac,
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•

•

G3001 1000V
(unventilated): same as G3001 with additional approval
according to EN 50365, for electrical insulation at 1000Vac
G3000-10
(with lamp and cord holder) low temperature, –30°C and
molten metal, MM

3M™ Head and
Face Protection
3M™ Safety Helmet G3501 Series
Temperature extremes, metal sparks and splashes – that’s the
job. And it’s a tough environment to work in. You just
can’t afford to compromise the safety and comfort of
your workforce.

At 3M we recognise the demanding nature of the work
you and your team undertake every day. That’s why
we’ve developed a range of completely compatible
personal protective equipment (PPE) that can help
provide the necessary safety, comfort and compliance
in the work environment

Features and Benefits:

3M™ Safety Helmet G3501
Available in 6 colours with ratchet suspension

• Lightweight and durable helmet
meeting a wide range of standard
performance requirements
• Electrically insulating in accordance
with EN50365 for live-working
in low voltage environments
• Approved for use at
temperatures ranging from
-30°C to +150°C

Material: glass fibre reinforced nylon
Colours: yellow, white, orange, red,
blue and green
Weight: 392g (ratchet)
Size:

54-62cm for pin-lock version
53-62cm for ratchet version

Select a combination for a complete solution:
3M™ Face Shields

5XG-IR5 Gold/Green visor
shade 4-5, medium energy
impact (B), Molten Metal
Splash (9)

5F-11 Clear visor shade
2C-1.2, medium energy
impact (B), liquid splash
(3), electric arc (8)

5E-11 Green Image Shade 5,
medium energy impact (B),
liquid splash (3)

Additional heat protection
NC1-GR Cotton/Para-aramid
neck cover for flame resistance
and metal splash resistance
FC1-GR Cotton/Para-aramid
front cover to protect the
helmet from flames and
metal splash

www.3M.co.uk/PPESafety

NC1-AL Aluminised fabric
neck cover offering flame,
splash and IR resistance to
the wearer’s neck
FC1-AL Aluminised fabric
front cover offering flame,
splash and IR resistance to
the helmet and wearer

3M™ V9 Integrated
Eyewear
The design allows the
glasses to slide easily
between the head cradle
and carrier. Available in
clear, yellow and grey
Hearing Protection and
Communication Headsets
3M™ PELTOR™ X
Series Earmuffs X4P3E
Compatible with a wide
range of Earmuffs including
the 3M™ PELTOR™ X
Series and 3M™ Optime™
Series. A wide range of
Communication headsets
including 3M™ PELTOR™
LiteCom
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3M™ Head and
Face Protection
3M™ Safety Helmet G2000 Series
Attractive design and excellent protection! That’s the easiest
way to summarise the G2000 helmet. The helmet fulfils the
requirements for formal testing and is comfortable with its
low back and relatively low profile.

Features and Benefits:
Ventilation
• For comfort, good ventilation is a
must, particularly in warm environments.
The G2000 Helmet allows free
airflow between the helmet and its
harness. Combined with ventilation
inlet in the top of the helmet, this
helps to increase wearers acceptance

It was designed to accommodate additional accessories,
such as integrated eyewear, visor and hearing protection.

3M™ G2000 Series Helmets
Available in 7 colours, with ratchet
or pin-lock suspension
Material: UV-Stabilised ABS
Colours: yellow, white, orange, red, blue,
green and Hi-Viz
Weight: 354g (pin-lock)
376g (ratchet)
Size:
54-62cm for pin-lock version
53-62cm for ratchet version

3M™ Uvicator™ Technology
• The disc tells you when it’s time to
replace your helmet
Optional space for customised print
• A flat surface for printing a
logotype, brand name, etc.
Neck protection
• Extended edge on the back of the
helmet provides extra coverage for
the sensitive neck area
Ratchet headband
•	For easier and quicker adjustment
Optimal profile for ear muffs
• The G2000 helmet features a special
profile design to enable helmet
mounted ear muffs to achieve optimal
fit and maximum adjustability for
individual needs
Attachment point for accessories
• An adjustable snap attachment in
the balance point of the helmet
to allow simple attachment of
accessories, such as muffs, headsets
and visors
Sweatband
• Easy to replace for increased
comfort and hygiene. Also available
in soft leather
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Other 3M™ Head Protection Products
3M™ Industrial Helmet
Combination
Di-electric combination
specially designed for work
in electrical environments
Includes: G2001 helmet,
H31P3K-01 ear muffs, V4H
clear visor.
3M™ V9 Integrated
Eyewear
Designed to be used with
3M™ Helmets.
The design allows the
glasses to slide easily
between the helmet shell
and lining. Available in clear,
yellow, grey
3M™ Helmet Accessories
A wide range of accessories
are available, including
sweatbands, chin straps,
rain protection, etc…

3M™ Head and
Face Protection
3M™ Safety Helmet H700 Series
The 3M™ Safety Helmet H700 is comfortable but tough.
Designed with a low profile for improved stability and
performance, the H700 Series is engineered to provide
ultimate full-shift comfort without compromising the
protection against small objects striking the top of
the hard hat.

Features and Benefits:
Cool wear
• Ventilated headband
• Optional ventilated shell
Ease of Use
• Short brim for better upward
visibility and user mobility
• Replaceable sweatband
Internal Accessory slots for:
• 3M™ Helmet Mounted
Earmuffs
• 3M™ Helmet Mounted
Communication Solutions
• Integrated Eyewear
• Face Shields
• Welding helmets
Suspension
• Comfortable 4 point
pin-lock or ratchet
suspension with height
adjustment or an optional
6 point strap

Now available with Scotchlite™ reflective material. Adding
Scotchlite™ reflective material can help provide additional
high visibility performance in low light to help workers be
seen so they can function at their best.
Industrial Safety helmet H700 is now available with
reflective materials in a range of colours to suit your
head protection needs.

3M™ Helmet H700 Vented option
Available in 6 colours with ratchet or pin-lock
suspension
EN397:2012 + A1:2012
Very low temperature (-30°C)
3M™ Helmet H701 Non-vented option
Available in 6 colours with ratchet or pin-lock
suspension
EN397:2012 + A1:2012
Very low temperature (-30°C)
Molten metal splash (MM)
Electrical insulation (440 Vac)
Also meet the requirements for low
temperature (-50°C) according to
OCT P EH 397/A1-2010
Material: high density polyethylene
Colours: yellow, white, orange, red,
blue and green
Weight: 356g (pin-lock)
378g (ratchet)
Size:
54-62cm for pin-lock version
53-62cm for ratchet version

3M™ Industrial Safety Helmets with Reflectives
Safety
• Carefully selected 3M adhesive technology to ensure the
performance of the helmet is maintained with the addition
of reflective properties.
Precision
• Factory applied for accurate positioning to ensure the best
visibility for the kit.
Visibility
• Designed to improve visibility and safety of the worker in
low light conditions.

Now available with
reflective strips.

Recognition
• Designed to provide visibility of the reflective when viewed
from all lateral directions and from above.
www.3M.co.uk/PPESafety
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3M™ Head and
Face Protection
3M™ Headgear G500 Series
The 3M™ Headgear G500 is a versatile and comfortable
solution for use as a standalone face protection system or
for combined face and hearing protection. Special design
features make it easy to combine the G500 with other 3M™
Safety Products such as face shields, passive earmuffs or

Features and Benefits:
Front cover
•	Ventilation for increased
comfort
• Design incorporates a cable
holder for PELTOR Communication
products
Face Shield
• A wide range of visors and
face shields available for many
industrial applications
• Offers a wide field of view
Integrated eyewear
• To increase eye protection
G500 headgear can
incorporate integrated eyewear
• Available in clear, grey and yellow
Ratchet Harness
• Ergonomically designed neck
support gives maximum comfort
for long periods of time
• 3 height adjustment positions
• 8 head size adjustments
Robustness
• Firm and sturdy for improved
product life
• Reduction of flexible materials
minimises stress and deformation
caused by rough handling
• Ensures consistent attenuation
when combined with hearing
protection or communication
headsets
Hearing Protection
• G500 can be used with or without
earmuffs
• 30mm slot fits the PELTOR
P3E-earmuff attachment
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communication headsets and integrated eyewear. This high
quality product provides protection against impacts from the
front and side, while special attention at the design stage has
ensured maximum visibility and wearer comfort.

3M™ Industrial Combination G500
3M™ Headgear G500
Clear PC Face Shield 5F-1
3M™ PELTOR™ Optime™ I Earmuffs

3M™ Forestry Combination
G500
3M™ Headgear G500
Stainless Steel Mesh Face
Shield 5C-1
3M™ PELTOR™ Optime™ I
Earmuffs

3M™ V9 Integrated Eyewear
Designed to be used with 3M™ Headgear
G500. The design allows the glasses to
slide easily between the head cradle and
carrier. Available in clear, yellow and grey

3M™ Face Shields
The wide range of visors
allows for many industrial
combinations
Mesh Face Shield
5B/5C-1/5J-1
Available in Polyamide,
Stainless steel and Etched
metal mesh.
EN1731:2006 Approved
Polycarbonate Face Shield
5F-1/5E-1
Available in clear and
Shade 5
EN166:2001 Approved
5F-1: 2C-1.2 3M
1:A(BT):3:8:9:K:N
5E-1: 5 3M 1:BT:3:9:K:N

3M™ Head and
Face Protection
3M™ Helmet Linkage System V5
The 3M™ Linkage System V5 can be mounted onto the 3M™
Industrial Safety Helmet G22 or G3000 to allow attachment
of a range of faceshields. This high quality product provides
protection against impacts from the front and side.

Features and Benefits:

3M™ Helmet Linkage System

Face Shield
• A wide range of visors and
faceshields available for many
forestry and industrial applications
• Offers a wide field of view
• Designed to attach to helmet
via a wide range of 3M™ PELTOR™
Earmuffs with helmet adapter
• New ‘Snap-in’ feature makes it
easy to combine the faceshield
to the linkage system
Integrated Eyewear
• To increase eye protection
the V5 can incorporate
integrated eyewear
• Available in clear, grey
and yellow
Robustness
• Firm and sturdy for improved
product life
• Reduction of flexible materials
minimises stress and deformation
caused by rough handling
• Ensures consistent attenuation
when combined with hearing
protection or communication
headsets

3M™ Forestry Combination
G3000NOR31V5C
3M™ Industrial Safety
Helmet G3000
Stainless Steel Mesh
Faceshield 5C-1
3M™ Earmuffs H31

Mesh Face Shield
5B/5C-1/5J-1
Available in Polyamide,
Stainless steel and Etched
metal mesh.
EN1731:2006 Approved
Polycarbonate Face Shield
5F-1/5E-1
Available in clear and
Shade 5
EN166:2001 Approved
5F-1: 2C-1.2 3M
1:A(BT):3:8:9:K:N
5E-1: 5 3M 1:BT:3:9:K:N

www.3M.co.uk/PPESafety
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3M™ Head and
Face Protection
3M™ Helmet Integrated
Safety Glasses V9 Series
The 3M™ Helmet Integrated Safety Glasses V9 Series is a
range of integrated safety eyewear designed to attach to
the headband of 3M™ Helmet or Headgear products.

Features and Benefits:
The 3M Helmet Integrated Safety
Glasses V9 Series are designed to be
fitted to the following 3M™ products:
• 3M™ G500 Headgear
• 3M™ G22 Industrial Safety Helmet
• 3M™ G2000 Industrial Safety Helmets
• 3M™ G3000 Industrial Safety Helmets
• 3M™ G3501 Industrial Safety Helmets
• 3M™ H700 Industrial Safety Helmets
™

Comfort
• Features an easy to use clip-on
attachment to connect to the
headband of the helmet or
headgear
• Features 3 pivoting adjustment
points allowing for easy positioning
to a range of face shapes and sizes.
In order to assess the fit of safety
eyewear we recommend the 3M™
eyewear fit system
Possible adjustments include:
• Up and down
• Forwards and backwards
• Angle up and down
• The adjustment mechanism also allows
the safety glasses to be stored inside
the helmet to protect it from damage
during storage or when eye protection
is not required
• The safety glasses can be used at
the same time as faceshields when
continuous eye protection is required
but faceshields are not in constant use
• Designed without temple arms the
helmet integrated safety glasses will
not interfere with the acoustic seal of
helmet mounted Ear Muffs
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V9C: Helmet integrated safety glasses
Lens Colour: Clear
Lens: Polycarbonate
Spectacle arms: Polyamide
Nosepad: Thermoplastic rubber

V9A: Helmet integrated
safety glasses
Lens Colour: Amber
Lens: Polycarbonate
Spectacle arms: Polyamide
Nosepad: Thermoplastic
rubber
V9B: Helmet integrated
safety glasses
Lens Colour: Grey
Lens: Polycarbonate
Spectacle arms: Polyamide
Nosepad: Thermoplastic
rubber

3M™ First Base™ + Bump Cap
Putting safety at the top.

Get light-duty head protection with 3M™ First Base™ + Bump Caps. Ideal for
workers in automotive, aerospace, food processing or transport and logistic
industries.

Features and Benefits:
• Ventilation

3M™ First Base™ + Bump Cap Navy Blue
Standard Peak (70 mm)

• Absorbent terry toweling sweatband

Also available in:

• Low profile design provides protection
to EN 812

• Reduced Peak (55 mm)
• Micro Peak (25 mm)

• Compressed closed cell foam pad
• Flexible shell made with ABS
plastic, can be removed
for cleaning
• Available in different
peak lengths
for a variety
of applications
• Optional logo
customisation
areas
3M™ First Base™ + Bump Cap Grey
Standard Peak (70 mm)
• Also available in:
• Reduced Peak (55 mm)
• Micro Peak (25 mm)

3M™ First Base™ + Bump Cap Black
Standard Peak (70 mm)
Also available in:
• Reduced Peak (55 mm)

3M™ First Base™ + Bump Cap Royal Blue
Standard Peak (70 mm)
Adjustable elastic strap for a personal fit

www.3M.co.uk/PPESafety

Also available in:
• Reduced Peak (55 mm)
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3M Belgium BVBA / SPRL
Hermeslaan 7
1831 Diegem
België / Belgique
E-mail: 3Msafety.be@mmm.com
www.3Msafety.be
3M Danmark
Hannemanns Allé 53
2300 København S
Danmark
E-mail: 3Msikkerhed@mmm.com
www.3Msikkerhed.dk
3M Deutschland GmbH
Carl-Schurz-Straße 1
D - 41453 Neuss
Deutschland
E-mail: arbeitsschutz.de@mmm.com
www.3Marbeitsschutz.de

3M Ireland Limited
The Iveagh Building
The Park, Carrickmines
Dublin 18
Ireland
E-mail: ohes.helpline.uk@mmm.com
www.3M.co.uk/safety
3M Italia srl
Via Norberto Bobbio, 21
20096 Pioltello MI
Italia
E-mail: 3Msicurezza@mmm.com
www.3Msicurezza.it
3M Nederland B.V.
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Juan Ignacio Luca de Tena, 19-25
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E-mail: ohes.es@3M.com
www.3M.com/es/seguridad

3M Norge A/S
Postboks 100, 2026 Skjetten
Norge
E-mail: kundeservice@mmm.com
www.3M.no/vern

3M France
Boulevard de l’Oise
95006 Cergy Pontoise Cedex
France
www.3M.com/fr/securite

3M Österreich GmbH
Kranichberggasse 4
1120 Wien
Österreich
www.3M.com/at/arbeitsschutz

3M Greece
3M Ελλάς M.Ε.Π.Ε.
Κηφισίας 20
15125, Μαρούσι
Ελλάς
www.3M.com/gr/occsafety

3M Portugal
Rua do Conde Redondo, 98
1169-009 Lisbona
Portugal
www.3M.com/pt/segurança

3M Personal Safety Division
EMEA Region
3M Centre, Cain Road
Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 8HT
United Kingdom
Office: +44 (0)1344 858000
www.3M.eu/PPEsafety

3M Suisse S.a r.l. / Schweiz GmbH
Eggstrasse 93
8803 Rüschlikon
Suisse / Schweiz
www.3M.com/ch/safety
Suomen 3M Oy
Keilaranta 6
02150 Espoo
Suomi
www.3M.fi/suojaimet
3M Svenska AB
191 89 Sollentuna
Sverige
E-mail: kundservice@mmm.com
www.3M.se/personskyyd
3M United Kingdom PLC
3M Centre
Cain Road
Bracknell
RG12 8HT
United Kingdom
E-mail: ohes.helpline.uk@mmm.com
www.3M.co.uk/safety
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